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7s start SCR- 

SCRAGGY ACGGRSY scrawny (extremely thin) [adj -GGIER, -GGIEST] 

SCRAICH ACCHIRS to utter shrill cry [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCRAIGH ACGHIRS to scraich (to utter shrill cry) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCRAPED ACDEPRS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

SCRAPER ACEPRRS one that scrapes (to rub so as to remove outer layer) [n -S] 

SCRAPES ACEPRSS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

SCRAPIE ACEIPRS disease of sheep [n -S] 

SCRAPPY ACPPRSY marked by fighting spirit [adj –PPIER, -PPIEST] 

SCRATCH ACCHRST to make thin, shallow cut or mark on [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCRAVEL ACELRSV to move quickly, scramble [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SCRAWBS ABCRSSW SCRAWB, to scrob (to scrape with or as with claws) [v] 

SCRAWLS ACLRSSW SCRAWL, to write hastily or illegibly [v] 

SCRAWLY ACLRSWY written hastily or illegibly [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SCRAWNY ACNRSWY extremely thin [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

SCREAKS ACEKRSS SCREAK, to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v] 

SCREAKY ACEKRSY screechy (screeching) [adj] 

SCREAMS ACEMRSS SCREAM, to utter prolonged, piercing cry [v] 

SCREECH CCEEHRS to utter harsh, shrill cry [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCREEDS CDEERSS SCREED, to shred (to tear into small strips) [v] 

SCREENS CEENRSS SCREEN, to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect) [v] 

SCREWED CDEERSW SCREW, to attach with screw (type of metal fastener) [v] 

SCREWER CEERRSW one that screws (to attach with screw (type of metal fastener)) [n -S] 

SCREWUP CEPRSUW instance of bungling [n -S] 

SCRIBAL ABCILRS pertaining to public clerk or secretary [adj] 

SCRIBED BCDEIRS SCRIBE, to mark with scriber [v] 

SCRIBER BCEIRRS pointed instrument used for marking off material to be cut [n -S] 

SCRIBES BCEIRSS SCRIBE, to mark with scriber [v] 

SCRIEVE CEEIRSV to move along swiftly and smoothly [v -D, -VING, -S] 

SCRIMPS CIMPRSS SCRIMP, to be very or overly thrifty [v] 

SCRIMPY CIMPRSY meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj –PIER, -PIEST] 

SCRIPTS CIPRSST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v] 

SCRITCH CCHIRST quiet scraping sound [n -ES] 

SCRIVED CDEIRSV SCRIVE, to engrave (to form by incision) [v] 

SCRIVES CEIRSSV SCRIVE, to engrave (to form by incision) [v] 

SCROGGY CGGORSY of stunted growth [adj -GGIER, -GGIEST] 

SCROLLS CLLORSS SCROLL, to move text across display screen [v] 

SCROOCH CCHOORS to crouch (to stoop (to bend body forward and down)) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCROOGE CEGOORS miserly person [n -S] 

SCROOPS COOPRSS SCROOP, to make harsh, grating sound [v] 

SCROTAL ACLORST SCROTUM, pouch of skin that contains testes [adj] 

SCROTUM CMORSTU pouch of skin that contains testes [n -TA, -S] 

SCROUGE CEGORSU to crowd (to press into insufficient space) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SCRUBBY BBCRSUY inferior in size or quality [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

SCRUFFS CFFRSSU SCRUFF, to make scruffy [v] 

SCRUFFY CFFRSUY shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 
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SCRUMMY CMMRSUY delicious [adj -MMIER, -MMIEST] 

SCRUMPY CMPRSUY rough cider [n -PIES] 

SCRUNCH CCHNRSU to crush (to press or squeeze out of shape) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCRUPLE CELPRSU to hesitate because of ethical considerations [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRYERS CERRSSY SCRYER, one that scries (to foretell future by using crystal ball) [n] 

SCRYING CGINRSY SCRY, to foretell future by using crystal ball [v] 

 

7s contain -SCR- 

ASCRIBE ABCEIRS to attribute to specified cause, source, or origin [v -D, -BING, -S] 

ESCROWS CEORSSW ESCROW, to place in custody of third party [v] 

UNSCREW CENRSUW to remove screws from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start SCR- 

SCRABBLE ABBCELRS to claw or grope about frantically [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRABBLY ABBCLRSY raspy (rough (having uneven surface)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SCRAGGED ACDEGGRS SCRAG, to wring neck of [v] 

SCRAGGLY ACGGLRSY uneven (not even (flat and smooth)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SCRAMBLE ABCELMRS to move or climb hurriedly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRAMJET ACEJMRST type of aircraft engine [n -S] 

SCRAMMED ACDEMMRS SCRAM, to leave quickly [v] 

SCRANNEL ACELNNRS thin person [n -S] 

SCRAPERS ACEPRRSS SCRAPER, one that scrapes (to rub so as to remove outer layer) [n] 

SCRAPING ACGINPRS something scraped off [n -S] / SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

SCRAPPED ACDEPPRS SCRAP, to discard (to throw away) [v] 

SCRAPPER ACEPPRRS fighter (one that fights (to attempt to defeat adversary)) [n -S] 

SCRAPPLE ACELPPRS seasoned mixture of ground meat and cornmeal [n -S] 

SCRATCHY ACCHRSTY made by scratching [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SCRAWBED ABCDERSW SCRAWB, to scrob (to scrape with or as with claws) [v] 

SCRAWLED ACDELRSW SCRAWL, to write hastily or illegibly [v] 

SCRAWLER ACELRRSW one that scrawls (to write hastily or illegibly) [n -S] 

SCREAKED ACDEEKRS SCREAK, to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v] 

SCREAMED ACDEEMRS SCREAM, to utter prolonged, piercing cry [v] 

SCREAMER ACEEMRRS one that screams (to utter prolonged, piercing cry) [n -S] 

SCREECHY CCEEHRSY screeching [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SCREEDED CDDEEERS SCREED, to shred (to tear into small strips) [v] 

SCREENED CDEEENRS SCREEN, to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect) [v] 

SCREENER CEEENRRS one that screens (to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect)) [n -S] 

SCREWIER CEEIRRSW SCREWY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

SCREWING CEGINRSW SCREW, to attach with screw (type of metal fastener) [v] 

SCRIBBLE BBCEILRS to write hastily or carelessly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRIBBLY BBCILRSY consisting of scribbles (careless writings) [adj] 

SCRIBING BCGIINRS SCRIBE, to mark with scriber [v] 

SCRIMPED CDEIMPRS SCRIMP, to be very or overly thrifty [v] 

SCRIMPER CEIMPRRS one that scrimps (to be very or overly thrifty) [n -S] 
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SCRIMPIT CIIMPRST meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SCRIPTED CDEIPRST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v] 

SCRIPTER CEIPRRST one that scripts (to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture) [n -S] 

SCRIVING CGIINRSV SCRIVE, to engrave (to form by incision) [v] 

SCROBBED BBCDEORS SCROB, to scrape with or as with claws [v] 

SCROFULA ACFLORSU disease of lymph glands [n -S] 

SCROLLED CDELLORS SCROLL, to move text across display screen [v] 

SCROLLER CELLORRS computer game in which background scrolls past [n -S] 

SCROOPED CDEOOPRS SCROOP, to make harsh, grating sound [v] 

SCROOTCH CCHOORST to scrooch (to crouch (to stoop (to bend body forward and down))) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCROUNGE CEGNORSU to gather by foraging [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SCROUNGY CGNORSUY dirty (unclean (not clean (free from dirt or stain))) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SCRUBBED BBCDERSU SCRUB, to rub hard in order to clean [v] 

SCRUBBER BBCERRSU one that scrubs (to rub hard in order to clean) [n -S] 

SCRUFFED CDEFFRSU SCRUFF, to make scruffy [v] 

SCRUMMED CDEMMRSU SCRUM, to engage in scrummage (formation around ball in rugby) [v] 

SCRUMPLE CELMPRSU to crumple, wrinkle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRUNCHY CCHNRSUY elastic band for fastening hair [n -HIES] 

SCRUPLED CDELPRSU SCRUPLE, to hesitate because of ethical considerations [v] 

SCRUPLES CELPRSSU SCRUPLE, to hesitate because of ethical considerations [v] 

SCRUTINY CINRSTUY close examination [n -NIES] 

 

8s contain -SCR- 

ADSCRIPT ACDIPRST distinguishing symbol written after another character [n -S] 

AIRSCREW ACEIRRSW airplane propeller [n -S] 

BESCREEN BCEEENRS to screen (to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COSCRIPT CCIOPRST to collaborate in preparing script for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESCRIBE BCDEEIRS to give verbal account of [v -D, -BING, -S] 

DESCRIED CDDEEIRS DESCRY, to discern (to perceive (to become aware of through senses)) [v] 

DESCRIER CDEEIRRS one that descries (to discern (to perceive)) [n -S] 

DESCRIES CDEEIRSS DESCRY, to discern (to perceive (to become aware of through senses)) [v] 

DISCREET CDEEIRST tactful (having tact (skill in dealing with delicate situations)) [adj -ER, -EST] 

DISCRETE CDEEIRST separate [adj] 

DISCROWN CDINORSW to deprive of crown [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSCROLL CELLNORS to write on scroll [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESCROWED CDEEORSW ESCROW, to place in custody of third party [v] 

INSCRIBE BCEIINRS to write or engrave as lasting record [v -D, -BING, -S] 

INSCROLL CILLNORS to enscroll (to write on scroll) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ONSCREEN CEENNORS shown on movie, television, or display screen [adj] 

RESCREEN CEEENRRS to screen again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESCRIPT CEIPRRST something rewritten [n -S] 

SETSCREW CEERSSTW type of screw [n -S] 

 


